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Small Notes
by Jamie Yakes

Confusion sorting FRNs

IN JUNE 1930, BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTINGDirector (BEP) Alvin Hall responded to a letter from Public
Debt Commissioner William Broughton: “Under the date of
June 3, you called my attention . . . that the banks are having dif-
ficulty in distinguishing the letter "H" which appears in the cir-
cle on the left of the portrait. We have taken steps to correct the
defect . . . by strengthening the horizontal lines (Hall, 1930)."

Broughton had written Hall on June 3 to say that note
sorters were confusing the
"H" in the district seals on
St. Louis Federal Reserve
notes with the "11" in the
seals on Kansas City notes
(Broughton, 1930). 

By law banks had to
separate redeemed Federal
Reserve Notes according to
the issuing banks. The let-
tered- and numbered-seal notes complicated the process, espe-
cially for banks that sorted thousands of notes a day. In the con-
fusion notes were beng credited to the wrong banks.

Why, though, were notes with both kinds of seals circulat-
ing in 1930? 

Federal Reserve notes originally had numbers in the district
seals when issued in July 1929. Fearful the public would confuse
them for the denomination, the Treasury changed to letters on
all new plates starting late that September (Yakes, 2011). The
BEP pressed the lettered-seal plates into service, and sealed and
numbered those notes soon thereafter. The numbered-seal
plates, however, remained in use until May 1930, and the BEP
finished numbering those sheets until they exhausted the supply. 

All the numbered-seal notes would eventually be redeemed
from circulation. In the meantime the BEP lessened the confu-
sion by having plate engravers strengthen the crossbars on the
Hs by deepening the engravings on the lettered-seal plates. They
did this only to the master plates and left untouched the working
plates already in use. 

My attempt to detect differences between the old and
reworked Hs using scans from the Heritage archives proved
unsuccessful. I contacted Peter Huntoon about my dilemma, and
he agreed to search the plate proofs in the National Numismatic
Collection in Washington, D.C. Those provided the best options
for seeing the alterations.

We determined candidate plates for displaying both kinds
of Hs by comparing the plate certification dates with those of
Broughton's and Hall's correspondence. As only St. Louis $5,

$10, $500, and $1000 plates entered service prior to June 1930,
these became our targets. 

Huntoon made his trip early in 2011, but unfortunately
notified me with bad news: None of our candidate proofs
showed any distinctions in the Hs when compared to proofs
from unimproved plates. The change was so subtle it was unno-
ticeable. 

For collectors, that was too bad--a possible new variety
turned into nothing. Apparently
only the trained eye of a skilled plate
engraver could tell the difference. 

Left:  Series 1928 Federal
Reserve Note District Seals
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